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SUMMARY

Visual information is mediated by twomajor thalamic
pathways that signal light decrements (OFF) and in-
crements (ON) in visual scenes, the OFF pathway be-
ing faster than the ON. Here, we demonstrate that
this OFF temporal advantage is transferred to visual
cortex and has a correlate in human perception.
OFF-dominated cortical neurons in cats responded
�3 ms faster to visual stimuli than ON-dominated
cortical neurons, and dark-mediated suppression in
ON-dominated neurons peaked �14 ms faster than
light-mediated suppression in OFF-dominated neu-
rons. Consistent with the neuronal differences, hu-
man observers were 6–14 ms faster at detecting
darks than lights and better at discriminating dark
than light flickers. Neuronal and perceptual differ-
ences both vanished if backgrounds were biased
toward darks. Our results suggest that the cortical
OFF pathway is faster than the ON pathway at
increasing and suppressing visual responses, and
these differences have parallels in the human visual
perception of lights and darks.

INTRODUCTION

Neurons in the visual pathway have different response time

courses, which are likely to serve different functions. In cat, the

fast, transient visual responses of Y thalamic cells are thought

to be suitable for encoding motion, whereas the longer and

more sustained responses of X cells are better suited to encode

form (Derrington and Fuchs, 1979; Lehmkuhle et al., 1980; Sher-

man and Spear, 1982; Demb et al., 2001). In contrast to X and Y

visual pathways, ON and OFF pathways were originally thought

to have similar response time courses and differ only in their pref-

erences for contrast polarity, with ON neurons responding to

light increments and OFF neurons to decrements (Hartline,

1938; Kuffler, 1953). This understanding of ON and OFF path-

ways in visual function has been changing over the past decades

as new functional differences between the two emerge (Zemon

et al., 1988; Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; Zaghloul et al.,

2003; Jin et al., 2008; Yeh et al., 2009; Liang and Freed, 2010;
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Pandarinath et al., 2010; Xing et al., 2010; Jin et al., 2011; Hesam

Shariati and Freeman, 2012). There is evidence that OFF neurons

respond faster to visual stimuli than ON neurons in the retinae of

salamanders, turtles, and mice (Baylor and Fettiplace, 1977;

Copenhagen et al., 1983; Burkhardt et al., 1998, Burkhardt,

2011; Gollisch and Meister, 2008; Nichols et al., 2013) and in

the visual thalamus of cats (Jin et al., 2011).

The difference in response time courses between ON and

OFF pathways most likely originates in retinal bipolar cells

that use slow metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR6)

to generate ON responses and fast ionotropic receptors to

generate OFF responses (Nakajima et al., 1993; Snellman

et al., 2008; Koike et al., 2010). While these temporal differences

seem to be preserved in the thalamocortical pathway (Jin et al.,

2011), it remains unclear if they are transferred to visual cortex

and influence perception. Because neurons in layer 4 of primary

visual cortex receive convergent inputs from both ON and OFF

thalamic cells (Tanaka, 1983; Reid and Alonso, 1995; Alonso

et al., 2001), the thalamocortical convergence could remove

the ON-OFF temporal differences imposed by the receptor ki-

netics in the retina. Alternatively, the thalamocortical conver-

gence could preserve or even amplify the temporal differences,

creating a temporal asymmetry in the perception of darks and

lights. By taking advantage of multielectrode recordings, we

demonstrate that ON-OFF temporal differences are not only

present in primary visual cortex but are likely amplified by thala-

mocortical convergence and intracortical suppression (Hirsch

et al., 1998; Hirsch, 2003). Moreover, by using psychophysical

measurements of temporal thresholds, we demonstrate that

humans process darks 6–14 ms faster than lights, a temporal

difference that is remarkably close to our physiological mea-

surements of temporal differences in ON and OFF pathways.

We also show that both temporal differences, in ON-OFF

neuronal response latency and dark-light detection, vanish if

the background is adjusted to compensate for the irradiation

illusion, in which light stimuli on dark backgrounds appeared

larger than physically equal dark stimuli on light backgrounds

(Galilei, 1632). Finally, we show that dark-mediated cortical

suppression is stronger and faster than light-mediated cortical

suppression, and consequently, human observers take longer

to perceive a stimulus after a light turns to dark than after a

dark turns to light. These findings have important implications

for our understanding of the functional organization of ON and

OFF visual pathways and the perception of darks and lights in

human observers.
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Figure 1. Recordings from Cortical Layer 4 in Anesthetized Cats

Multiple penetrations were made using a 16-channel probe (interelectrode

distance of 100 mm) in V1 of cat visual cortex. The RFs were mapped using

binary white noise stimuli.

(A) The depth of cortical layer 4 was identified as a strong current sink

generated by a full-field flash presented at time 0 (left). Cortical RFs were

measured in layer 4 with binary white noise by spike trigger averaging (STA) the

stimulus (right).

(B) The white noise pixel that generated the strongest response was used to

determine the dominance polarity of the cortical RF (light for ON dominated,

and dark for OFF dominated). Four time points (latency, peak time, zero

crossing, and suppression time) were chosen to compare the temporal

dynamics.

(C) The time stamps of the white noise frames with the pixel that generated the

strongest response were used as triggers to generate peristimulus time his-

tograms (PSTHs) and rasters for OFF-dominated (blue) and ON-dominated

cells (red). The PSTHs were calculated with a 1 ms bin and smoothed using a

moving average triangular filter of 21 ms width.
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RESULTS

A 16-channel multielectrode array was vertically introduced in

cat visual cortex to record multiunit and single unit activity

from cortical layer 4 (Figure 1A, left). Layer 4 was identified by
current source density analysis (Jin et al., 2011), and the cortical

receptive fields (RFs) were mapped with binary white noise

stimuli by spike-trigger averaging (STA) the stimulus (Figure 1A,

right inset). Each multiunit RF in cortical layer 4 was classified as

OFF dominated (n = 418) or ON dominated (n = 220) by

measuring the contrast polarity of the stimulus pixel that gener-

ated the maximum response at the peak frame (Figure 1B; ON

shown in red; OFF shown in blue). We recently demonstrated

that visual response latencies are �3 ms shorter in OFF than

ON X cells of the lateral geniculate nucleus (Jin et al., 2011),

which are the main thalamic inputs to cat area 17 (Ferster,

1990). Because ON and OFF pathways converge in layer 4

cortical neurons, the ON-OFF latency differences could be

reduced, preserved, or amplified by intracortical processing.

Our results support the notion that the ON-OFF temporal differ-

ences are amplified in cortex and influence visual perception.

TimeCourses of ON andOFF Responses in Visual Cortex
To measure the latency differences between ON-dominated and

OFF-dominated cortical neurons, we first selected the RF pixel

that generated the maximum response in the RF map: the

preferred stimulus pixel. The preferred stimulus pixel was dark

for OFF-dominated and light for ON-dominated neurons (posi-

tion and polarity illustrated by small dark and light squares in Fig-

ure 1B, left). We then used the time stamps of the white noise

stimulus frames with the preferred pixel as stimulus onset to

generate peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs). The number of

white noise frames with the preferred stimulus pixel was approx-

imately half of the entire white noise sequence (32,767 white

noise frames); therefore, we generated a PSTH from �16,383

spike rasters (Figure 1C). As shown in this PSTH, the onset of

the preferred white noise pixel generates an increase in firing

rate (peak) followed by a reduction in firing rate below baseline

(suppression), as the preferred pixel reverses polarity (Figures

1B and 1C). The PSTHs revealed a great diversity of response

magnitudes and time courses in both ON- and OFF-dominated

cortical neurons (Figure 1C).

Similar to the properties of thalamic neurons, the response

latency for cortical neurons was 3.45 ± 0.48 ms faster in OFF-

dominated than in ON-dominated cortical sites (p < 0.001)

(Figure 2A). However, unlike the thalamus, the ON-OFF temporal

difference was not significant at the response peak (0.83 ±

0.54 ms; p = 0.15) and was reversed at the zero crossing with

the baseline (7.52 ± 0.96 ms; p < 0.001), with the reversal reach-

ing its maximum during the response suppression (13.99 ±

1.64 ms; p < 0.001; see distributions of temporal parameters in

Figure S1, available online).

When presented in an ON subregion, a light spot followed by a

dark spot generates an increase in firing rate (peak) followed by a

reduction in firing rate below baseline (suppression). To measure

the relative amplitudes of peak and suppression, we used two

different indices: the amplitude ratio (AR) and the integral ratio

(IR) of response suppression to response peak (see Experi-

mental Procedures). Both indices were 1 when response peak

and response suppression were equal and less than 1 when

the suppression was smaller than the peak. Consistent with pre-

vious measurements in retinal ganglion cells and thalamic neu-

rons (Zaghloul et al., 2003; Jin et al., 2011), the response
Neuron 82, 224–234, April 2, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 225



Figure 2. Response Time Courses of ON-

Dominated and OFF-Dominated Multiunit

Recording Sites in Cortical Layer 4

(A) Mean differences in response time course be-

tween ON-dominated (red) and OFF-dominated

(blue) layer 4 recordings measured at the four time

points described in Figure 1. Error bars showSEM.

(The symbol ** indicates p < 0.001.)

(B) Distribution of ratios between response sup-

pression and response increment in ON- and OFF-

dominated cortical sites. The distributions were

fitted with 1D Gaussian functions. Amplitude ratio

(AR) was computed as the ratio of suppression

amplitude to peak amplitude (SA/PA). Integral ratio

(IR) (right) was computed as the ratio of the sup-

pression integral to peak integral (SI/PI).

(C) Fourier transform of the ON and OFF impulse

responses represented as normalized power

spectra.

(D) Peak temporal frequency plotted as a function

of signal-to-noise ratio of the dominant (left) and

flank subregions (right).
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suppression was significantly stronger in the ON than in the OFF

pathway (for AR, ON = 0.58, OFF = 0.37, and p < 0.001; for IR,

ON = 0.93, OFF = 0.61, and p < 0.001) (Figure 2B), even if the

background activity was not significantly different (36.62 spk/s

versus 35.47 spk/s; p = 0.63). Moreover, the normalized power

spectra revealed pronounced differences in ON and OFF tempo-

ral frequency tuning (Figure 2C). Importantly, the magnitude of

the ON-OFF difference in peak frequency remained the same

across different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), both in dominant

and flank subregions (Figure 2D; see Experimental Procedures),

indicating that the difference in suppression is robust and inde-

pendent of the signal to noise. Notice that, because the response

suppression is faster and stronger for the ON than the OFF path-

ways, the normalized power spectra predict a higher frequency

peak for the ON pathway (Figure 2C). However, simple linear

summation between PSTHs separated by short interstimulus in-

tervals predicts exactly the opposite: higher temporal frequency

peak for the OFF than the ON pathway (i.e., the stronger sup-

pression prevents the ON pathway from responding to short

interstimulus intervals). As we show below, our results are

consistent with the predictions from linear summation, while

the predictions from the power spectra probably fail because

they disregard phase information.

The ON-OFF temporal differences that we demonstrate with

multiunit recordings could also be demonstrated in recordings

from single layer 4 cortical neurons (see Figure S2 for similar

measurements using an LEDmonitor). As was the case for multi-

unit recordings, single neurons were classified as OFF domi-

nated (n = 149) and ON dominated (n = 55) according to the

contrast polarity of the strongest RF subregion (Figure 3A).

Like for cortical multiunit measures, OFF-dominated cortical
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cells had faster response latencies than

ON-dominated cortical cells (2.0 ±

0.84 ms; p < 0.05) but similar response

peaks (0.61 ± 0.98 ms; p = 0.74). More-

over, ON-dominated cells decreased
their responses more rapidly than OFF-dominated cells when

their preferred pixel reversed polarity, reaching the zero crossing

and suppression peak �7 ms faster (for zero crossing, 7.37 ±

3.21 ms and p < 0.005; for suppression peak, 7.69 ± 3.65 ms

and p < 0.05). The difference in zero crossing time was similar

between multiunit and single unit recordings (for multiunit,

7.52 ms; for single unit, 7.36 ms); however, the differences in

suppression time were more pronounced in multiunit recordings

(13.99 ms versus 7.69 ms for measurements with cathode ray

tube (CRT) monitor and 10.35 ms versus 3.15 ms for measure-

ments with LED monitor). The more pronounced ON-OFF tem-

poral differences in multiunit recordings were not caused by a

sampling bias toward OFF-dominated cortical neurons, as the

temporal differences remained the same when we randomly

subsampled equal number of neurons (e.g., for average latency

difference, 3.45 ± 0.03 ms and for average suppression time dif-

ference, 14.01 ± 0.01 ms, averaged across subsamples ranging

from 100 to 220 pairs of ON-dominated and OFF-dominated

neurons). Most likely, the ON-OFF temporal differences in multi-

unit recordings were more pronounced because multiunit activ-

ity provides a more homogenous sampling of different types of

neurons than single neuron activity (less biased toward large

neurons). Also, the reliability of the measurements is likely to in-

crease with sample size, and consequently, we found that the

larger the sample size, the larger the differences in suppression

time (R2 = 0.9257; samples taken from CRT multiunit, LED multi-

unit, CRT multiunit, and CRT single unit) (Figure S2). It should

also be noted that, although the statistical errors in the ON-

OFF comparisons are relatively small, the suppression response

is much smaller in magnitude and noisier than the response

peak (Figure 1C). Therefore, the measurements obtained from



Figure 3. Response Time Courses of ON-Dominated and OFF-Dominated Single Neurons in Cortical Layer 4

(A) Example of RFs from OFF-dominated and ON dominated neurons in cortical layer 4 and spike waveforms (±1 SD envelope).

(B)Mean differences in response time course betweenON-dominated (red) andOFF-dominated (blue) layer 4 neurons. Error bars showSEM. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01;

***p < 0.005.

(C) Distribution of ratios between response suppression and response peak in ON- and OFF-dominated cortical neurons. AR and IR were calculated as in

Figure 2.

(D) The cortical suppression time is locked to the time when the preferred pixel reverses polarity. (Left) PSTHs from an ON-dominated cortical cell triggered with

the time stamps of white noise stimulus frames that had the preferred pixel as stimulus onset. In the sequence of white noise frames, the preferred pixel could last

from twomonitor frames (16.7ms, black) to eight monitor frames (66.7ms, light gray). In this PSTH example, the peak responsewas very transient andwas similar

across stimuli, however, the suppression time changed systematically with stimulus duration. The oscillation at the end of the PSTH is a response to the stimulus

update (60 Hz), which is characteristic of transient neurons that follow high temporal frequencies. (Right) The stimulus duration was closely relatedwith the relative

suppression time with a slope close to 1. The slope was 0.79 for all neurons, 0.75 for ON dominated (n = 15, red circles), and 0.8 for OFF dominated (n = 13, blue

circles). This relation is expected if the response suppression is triggered by a reversal in the polarity of the preferred pixel. The relative suppression time was

measured as STi – ST1 + 16.7 ms, where STi is the suppression time for stimulus duration i and ST1 is the suppression time for a stimulus lasting 16.7 ms.
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multiunit recordings are likely to provide the most accurate esti-

mate of ON-OFF temporal differences in visual cortex.

As in multiunit recordings, the response suppression was

significantly stronger in single ON- than OFF-dominated neurons

(for AR, OFF = 0.35, ON = 0.5, and p < 0.001; for IR, OFF = 0.66,

ON = 0.99, and p < 0.001) (Figure 3C), even if the background ac-

tivity was not significantly different (4.96 spk/s versus 6.3 spk/s,

p = 0.07). Intracellular recordings from layer 4 cortical neurons

strongly suggest that the dark-mediated suppression of ON re-

sponses is driven by OFF inhibition and the light-mediated sup-

pression of OFF responses is driven by ON inhibition (Hirsch,

2003). Consistent with this interpretation, the duration of a white

noise pixel was correlated with the suppression timewith a slope
close to 1 (Figure 3D). If the push-pull mechanism is correct, our

results indicate that the OFF pathway suppresses ON visual

responses �14 ms faster than the ON pathway suppresses

OFF visual responses.

These results demonstrate that the temporal differences be-

tween ON and OFF pathways are preserved and amplified in pri-

mary visual cortex. The question is whether temporal differences

in V1 affect visual perception. In the irradiation illusion, light spots

on dark backgrounds are perceived as larger than dark spots of

the same size on light backgrounds (Galilei, 1632). Moreover,

white noise with the same number of dark and light pixels is

perceived as having larger light than dark area (Komban et al.,

2011). We have previously shown that the percentage of dark
Neuron 82, 224–234, April 2, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 227



Figure 4. Cortical Responses to Dark and

Light Targets on Noisy Backgrounds

(A) (Top panel) The stimuli were large light and dark

spots superimposed on a background of binary

white noise. The white noise had 2.3 times more

light thandark pixels. Thedark and light spotswere

partially superimposed with the population of RFs

from all cortical sites simultaneously recorded in a

single penetration. Gray ellipses are 2D Gaussian

fits to cortical RFs mapped with sparse noise

stimuli. (Middle panel) Rasters for 200 trials from a

single cortical site in response to dark (blue) and

light stimuli (red). (Bottom panel) Cortical re-

sponses to the stimuli shown at the top, illustrated

as PSTHs smoothed with a Gaussian kernel

(width = 5 ms). Thin lines show responses of indi-

vidual recording sites to dark (blue) and light (red)

spots and thick lines show the average responses

(black for dark spots and gray for light spots).

(B) Same as in (A), but using white noise with equal

number of light and dark pixels. Notice that dark

spots generated faster responses than light spots

in both (A) and (B).

(C) Same as (A) and (B), but using white noise with

0.4 times fewer light pixels than dark pixels.

Notice that the white noise light/dark ratio had to

be reduced for dark and light stimuli to generate

responses with similar latency. Interestingly, the

value of the light/dark ratio for white noise was

similar to the mean dark/light ratio for cortical RF

size (inset; see Experimental Procedures). The

double-peak PSTH is a slow oscillation that we

observed when stimulating cortical layer 4 with

large stimuli.
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pixels has to be increased to 60% to eliminate the irradiation illu-

sion in white noise (Komban et al., 2011). To investigate a

possible physiological correlate for these psychophysical find-

ings, we measured the responses of cat visual cortex to similar

stimuli used in human psychophysical experiments: dark and

light targets presented in binary white noise backgrounds.

V1 Responses to Dark and Light Targets on Noisy
Backgrounds
A 32-channel array was tangentially introduced in primary visual

cortex to record multiunit activity across different cortical layers

and different orientation columns. The RFs of all recording sites

were mapped with sparse noise, and the population RF was

stimulated with a large square target superimposed on a white

noise background (Figure 4A, top). We ensured that some sur-

rounding regions of the population RF were stimulated by the

white noise background and not only by the large square target.

Target polarity and noise backgrounds were randomized for

each trial. Consistent with our psychophysical measurements

in humans (Komban et al., 2011), dark targets superimposed

on binary white noise generated faster neuronal responses in

visual cortex than did light targets. The temporal advantage for

darks was very pronounced, both when the white noise had

more light than dark pixels (Figure 4A) (9.11 ms; p < 0.001) and

when dark and light pixels were equal in number (Figure 4B)

(5.26 ms; p < 0.001). The temporal differences in the response

to dark and light stimuli could be demonstrated in individual
228 Neuron 82, 224–234, April 2, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
recording sites (Figure 4; rasters, middle panels) and in multiple

simultaneously recorded sites (Figure 4, PSTHs, bottom panels;

n = 60). Consistent with the psychophysical findings of (Komban

et al., 2011), the temporal advantage for darks disappeared

when we reduced the light/dark ratio in white noise to 0.4 (Fig-

ure 4C) (0.56 ms; p = 0.4). Interestingly, this ratio is very close

to the ratio of RF sizes mapped with dark and light stimuli at

the same recording site in cat visual cortex (Figure 4C, inset at

the top; n = 116). Therefore, our results suggest that the temporal

asymmetry in the cortical responses to dark and lights can be

eliminated by creating a spatial asymmetry in the ratio of light/

dark pixels in the white noise background. Moreover, the

light/dark asymmetry in the white noise background approaches

the dark/light asymmetry in RF size. This result is very similar to

our previous findings with human psychophysics (Komban et al.,

2011): the temporal asymmetry in the detection of darks and

lights can be eliminated by creating a spatial asymmetry in the

ratio of light/dark pixels in the white noise background (light/

dark ratio = 0.4). Moreover, the light/dark asymmetry in the white

noise background eliminates the irradiation illusion.

The ON-OFF temporal differences that we demonstrate in

visual cortex are pronounced enough (�3–14 ms) to affect

neuronal temporal integration; however, they are almost two

orders of magnitude smaller than the temporal differences

demonstrated in humans counting dark and light targets on noisy

backgrounds (�200 ms) (Komban et al., 2011). This large

mismatch in temporal scale could be due to the visual search



Figure 5. Human Temporal Thresholds in theDetection of Lights and

Darks

(A) Observers were presented a pair of targets (one dark, one light) on a uniform

noise background (light-to-dark ratio = 0.5), with variable amount of target

delay (TD) between them. Size of targets and white noise pixels has been

modified for illustration purposes. Observers were asked to report the location

of the target that appeared first (light target in this example).

(B) Correct responses of three observers to dark (blue) and light (red) targets as

a function of TD. Threshold levels were defined as 75% of correct trials

(dashed lines). Arrows show the target delay needed to reach the threshold

level for dark (blue) and light (red) targets.

(C) Thresholds for darks and lights averaged across observers.

(D–F) Same as (A)–(C), but for uniform noise background adjusted for irradia-

tion illusion (light/dark = 0.4). Error bars show SEM. Solid lines are psycho-

metric fits to the data points.
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required in the psychophysical experiments from Komban et al.

(2011). Since our main interest was to find a perceptual correlate

of ON-OFF temporal differences in visual detection, not visual

search, we measured the temporal thresholds for darks and

lights, which are more directly related to ON-OFF response

latencies.

Psychophysical Correlate of ON-OFF Latency
Differences in V1
We presented two targets superimposed on white noise, one

light and one dark, flanking the fixation point, vertically or hori-

zontally. On each trial, one of the targets was presented with a

random delay, and the observer had to report the location of

the target that appeared first (light target in the example from

Figure 5A). All three observers (Figure 5B) detected 75% of the

targets (dashed line) faster when they were dark (blue lines and

arrows) than light (red lines and arrows). Moreover, the average

temporal difference (Figure 5C) was close to the difference

measured in visual cortical responses (Figure 5C) (14.05 ±

6.36 ms; p < 0.01; paired t test). Similar results were obtained

if we used a LEDmonitor instead of the CRT monitor (Figure S3).

The similarity between the temporal differences measured in

physiological and psychophysical experiments is remarkable,

since the accuracy of the latency measures in humans is limited

by themonitor frame rate (160Hz; sampling every 6.25ms). More

importantly, the temporal difference disappeared when we

increased the percentage of white noise dark pixels to 60% (Fig-

ures 5D–5F) (2.2 ± 5.93 ms; p = 0.37; paired t test), a manipula-

tion that also corrects for the irradiation illusion in humans. That

is, while white noise with the same number of light and dark

pixels is perceived as having larger light than dark area, the light

and dark areas are perceived to be equal when 60% of the noise

pixels are dark (Komban et al., 2011).

Perceptual Consequence of ON/OFF Response
Suppression in Visual Cortex
Our cortical measurements also demonstrate that dark targets

suppress the response of the ON channel more than light targets

suppress the response of the OFF channel. To investigate the

possible psychophysical correlate of this ON-OFF difference in

neuronal response suppression, we measured the temporal

delay (TD) thresholds for light and dark flickers in human ob-

servers. Observers were presented with either dark or light tar-

gets in two consecutive temporal intervals. One interval had

only a single target pulse and the other had two pulses separated

by a variable TD (flickering target). Observers were instructed to

report the interval with the flickering target (Figure 6A). Notice

that the minimum TD in these experiments is one monitor frame

(6.25ms), which is the example represented in Figure 6A (interval

1 for darks and interval 2 for lights). Importantly, the durations of

the two intervals were equal within each trial but varied across tri-

als; therefore, the observers could not use the interval duration to

guess which interval had the flicker. Also, the observers could

not use magnitude rather than interstimulus separation to detect

the flicker. Otherwise, the proportion of correct trials for a TD of

6.25 ms would be greater than 0.5, which was not the case for

any of the observers. As illustrated in Figure 6B, observers saw

a flickering dark target (blue squares and blue arrows) in 75%
Neuron 82, 224–234, April 2, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 229



Figure 6. Human Temporal Delay Thresholds in the Detection of Dark and Light Flickers

(A) Stimulus paradigm. Observers were presented with either dark or light targets on uniform noise background in two consecutive temporal intervals. The figure

uses the same ratio of target size to white noise pixel used in experiments. One interval had only one target (single target), and the other had two targets separated

by a variable temporal delay (flickering target). Observers were instructed to report the interval in which they perceived a flicker.

(B and C) Proportion of correct responses to dark (blue) and light (red) targets (B) and the average thresholds for three observers (C). Error bars show SEM. Solid

lines are psychometric fits to the data points.
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of the trials when the TD was just 20 ms but needed a 26 ms in-

terval for light flickering targets (red circles and red arrows). The

average temporal difference between the temporal thresholds

for lights and darks was 5.84 ± 2.34 ms (Figure 6C) (p < 0.01;

paired t test). This result is consistent with the physiological

finding that OFF responses to dark spots are followed by less

response suppression than ON responses to light spots. In a

flicker, the response to the second pulse is also less attenuated

in OFF (Figure S4A) than ON thalamic neurons (Figure S4B).

DISCUSSION

Our results demonstrate that OFF-dominated cortical neurons

respond faster to visual stimuli than ON-dominated neurons, a

difference that can be demonstrated both at the level of cell pop-

ulations (multiunit activity) and single neurons. Like OFF- and

ON-center X cells in visual thalamus, OFF-dominated cortical

neurons responded �3 ms faster than ON-dominated cortical

neurons. In addition, dark stimuli suppressed ON cortical re-

sponses �14 ms faster than light stimuli suppressed OFF

cortical responses. Therefore, dark stimuli are faster than light

stimuli at both increasing and suppressing visual responses in

cortex. Importantly, we show that ON-OFF temporal differences

measured in visual cortex have a psychophysical correlate in the

detection of lights and darks in humans. Moreover, both the
230 Neuron 82, 224–234, April 2, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
ON-OFF temporal differences in cortex and light-dark temporal

differences in human vision disappear when the stimulus back-

ground is adjusted to compensate for the irradiation illusion.

The origin of the ON-OFF temporal difference that we demon-

strate is likely to begin at the retina, where the metabotropic

glutamate receptor (mGluR6) mediating ON responses has

slower kinetics than the ionotropic receptor mediating OFF re-

sponses (Nakajima et al., 1993; Snellman et al., 2008; Koike

et al., 2010). Previous retinal recordings in cold-blooded animals

such as salamanders and turtles demonstrated that the OFF

pathway is faster than the ON pathway (Baylor and Fettiplace,

1977;Copenhagen et al., 1983; Burkhardt et al., 1998, Burkhardt,

2011; Gollisch and Meister, 2008); however, evidence in mam-

mals has remained more elusive. For example, primate record-

ings from retinal ganglion cells revealed either no ON-OFF tem-

poral differences in vivo (Benardete and Kaplan, 1999) or a

faster ON pathway in vitro (Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002), while

cat recordings from thalamic neurons revealed a faster OFF

pathway in vivo (Jin et al., 2011). Recent in vitro measurements

in mice also found OFF retinal ganglion cells to be faster than

ON retinal ganglion cells (Nichols et al., 2013). These contradic-

tory findings may be explained by sampling differences across

studies. While our recordings in both thalamus (Jin et al., 2011)

and visual cortex were performed at eccentricities <10� of visual
angle, the in vitro recordings in primate weremore peripheral and
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included retinal regions of 20�–35� (Chichilnisky and Kalmar,

2002). In the visual periphery, ON retinal ganglion cells have

larger dendritic fields than OFF retinal ganglion cells (Dacey

and Petersen, 1992) and may reach spike threshold faster by

summing more inputs, as is also the case with parasol cells

when compared with midget cells. The magnitude of ON-OFF

temporal differences may also depend on the cell type studied.

In the cat visual thalamus, ON-OFF temporal differences are

smaller in X cells than Y cells (Jin et al., 2011), and it is possible

that they are even smaller in primatemidget cells recordedwithin

the central 5� (Benardete and Kaplan, 1999). Future studies are

needed to investigate howON-OFF temporal differences change

as a function of eccentricity and cell type in primate retina.

Although our previous work demonstrated that ON-OFF tem-

poral differences are present in the thalamus (Jin et al., 2011),

ON and OFF thalamic afferents converge on the same cortical

neuron. Therefore, the ON-OFF thalamocortical convergence

could provide an opportunity to eliminate temporal differences

imposedby receptor kinetics in the retina, if theywerenot needed

for visual processing. However, whileONandOFF thalamic affer-

ents converge in single cortical neurons, their inputs are rarely

balanced. Some neurons are OFF dominated while others are

ON dominated, which enables the ON and OFF pathways to

remain largely segregated and preserves their temporal differ-

ences in visual cortex. The average ON-OFF latency difference

in cortex was similar to that measured in X cells of the cat visual

thalamus (�3 ms), which are the main thalamic input to cat area

17 (Ferster, 1990). Unlike the thalamus (Figure 3B in Jin et al.,

2011), in visual cortex there was a large ON-OFF difference of

�14ms in suppression time,which could originate from intracort-

ical inhibition (Figure 3D) or temporal sorting of thalamic afferents

(e.g., Figure 5B in Jin et al., 2011). The suppression caused by

dark stimuli in ON cortical subregions and light stimuli in OFF

cortical subregions is thought to be due to a push-pull mecha-

nism that involves intracortical inhibition (Hirsch et al., 1998;

Hirsch, 2003). If this push-pull mechanism is correct, our results

suggest that the OFF pathway is faster than the ON pathway at

both increasing and suppressing visual responses.

Although our results demonstrate that ON-OFF temporal differ-

encesarepresent in visual cortex, thesedifferenceswouldbe irrel-

evant if theywere not transmitted to further cortical stages to influ-

ence visual perception. In a previous study,wedemonstrated that

humans can discern the number of dark targets �200 ms faster

than the number of light targets in uniformly distributed noisy

backgrounds, but this difference disappears when the back-

ground is corrected to compensate for the irradiation illusion

described by (Galilei, 1632). Here, we provide a physiological

correlate for these psychophysical experiments by showing that

cortical neurons respond faster to darks than lights in noisy back-

grounds. The ON-OFF temporal differences that we demonstrate

in cat visual cortex (3–14 ms) are almost two orders of magnitude

smaller than the temporal differences previously measured in

humans by Komban et al. (2011) with visual search tasks

(200 ms). To better isolate the light-dark temporal differences in

human perception, we used a new approach based on temporal

thresholds. As a result, we found that the temporal differences in

light-dark detection (6–14 ms) are remarkably close to the ON-

OFF temporal differences measured in visual cortex (3–14 ms).
As with thalamic neurons (Jin et al., 2011), darks suppressed

the responses of ON-dominated cortical neurons more than

lights suppressed the responses of OFF-dominated cortical neu-

rons. However, the response suppression in the OFF pathway

was reduced in visual cortex when compared with the thalamus.

While the ratio between the amplitude of response suppression

and response peak (AR) was similar in ON-dominated cortical

neurons andON thalamic neurons (for cortex, 0.58; for thalamus,

0.53), OFF-dominated cortical neurons had smaller ratios than

OFF thalamic neurons (for cortex, 0.37; for thalamus,0.48), and

consequently, the ON-OFF difference in AR was approximately

four times larger in cortex than thalamus (for ON-OFF cortex,

0.21; for ON-OFF thalamus, 0.05). Our psychophysical results

suggest a possible perceptual consequence of this pronounced

ON-OFF cortical difference in response suppression: humans

can perceive dark flickers with significantly smaller interstimulus

intervals than light flickers and are better at detecting visual tar-

gets that follow darks than lights.

Taken together with previous studies, our results demonstrate

that darks are processed faster and have access to more

neuronal resources than lights in the early visual pathway (Ah-

mad et al., 2003; Jin et al., 2008; Balasubramanian and Sterling,

2009; Yeh et al., 2009; Ratliff et al., 2010; Xing et al., 2010; Jin

et al., 2011), which could explain why darks appear more salient

on noise backgrounds and are detected faster than lights (Chubb

andNam, 2000; Buchner andBaumgartner, 2007; Komban et al.,

2011). We also show that the background correction needed

to eliminate light-dark temporal differences is the same for a

number of psychophysical tasks (temporal threshold [this

manuscript] or suprathreshold detection [Komban et al., 2011]

and matches the luminance profile of natural scenes [van Hat-

eren et al., 2002; Balasubramanian and Sterling, 2009; Ratliff

et al., 2010]). Therefore, neural circuits in the early visual pathway

may have evolved to match the distribution of darks and lights in

natural scenes and, by doing so, treat darks and lights as equals

in our visual environments.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animal Preparation

Adult male cats (n = 15) were tranquilized with acepromazine (0.2 mg/kg, intra-

muscularly) and ketamine (10 mg/kg, IM) and anesthetized with propofol

(2 mg/kg, intravenously). An intravenous catheter was inserted into each

hind limb to allow continuous infusions of propofol (5–6 mg/kg/hr) and sufen-

tanil (10–20 ng/kg/hr) for anesthesia, vecuronium bromide (0.2 mg/kg/hr) for

muscle paralysis, and saline (1–3 ml/hr) for hydration. All vital signs were

closely monitored and carefully maintained within normal physiological limits.

The nictitating membranes were retracted with 2% neosynephrine and the

pupils dilated with 1% atropine sulfate. Contact lenses were used to protect

the corneas and focus visual stimuli on the retina. The positions of the optic

disk and the area centralis were plotted on a screen in front of the animal by

using a fiber optic light source. All procedures were performed in accordance

to the guidelines of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and approved by the

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the State University of

New York, State College of Optometry.

Electrophysiological Recording and RF Mapping

Multielectrode arrays with 16 or 32 channels (Neuronexus) were introduced

vertically or tangentially through the cat primary visual cortex. The electrodes

in each array were separated by 100 mm from each other. The voltage from the

electrodes was amplified, filtered, and collected via Plexon hardware and
Neuron 82, 224–234, April 2, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 231
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software. We performed multiple penetrations with the multielectrode arrays,

all restricted to the central 10� of the area centralis. As in previous studies

(Swadlow et al., 2002; Jin et al., 2008), cortical layer 4 was identified in vertical

penetrations as a strong current sink generated by a flash stimulus (Figure 1A,

left).

The spatiotemporal RF of each cortical site (Figure 1A, right inset) was map-

ped using binary white noise and sparse noise by STA the stimulus (Jones

et al., 1987; Reid et al., 1997). The white noise was used to map cortical RFs

in layer 4 and the sparse noise to map RFs across different cortical layers.

We used large stimulus targets to obtain robust responses and reliable mea-

sures of time course. The white noise was made of checkerboards with

16 3 16 light and dark pixels, with each pixel covering 1.83� 3 1.83� of visual
angle. The sparse noise consisted of light or dark squares presented in random

positions on a dark or light background, respectively, with each square

covering 3.33� 3 3.33� of visual angle and separated from each other by

1.66�. The stimuli were updated at 60 Hz for white noise and at 30 Hz for sparse

noise on a CRTmonitor that refreshed at 120 Hz. The CRTmonitor was located

at a distance of 57 cm from the eye and had a mean luminance of 61 cd/m2.

Cortical recording sites were classified as either ON dominated or OFF domi-

nated based on the polarity of the most effective white noise pixel that gener-

ated an excitatory response (position and polarity illustrated by light and dark

small squares in the RF maps shown in Figure 1B).

Time Course of Dark and Light Impulse Responses

Wemeasured the time course of the response generated by the most effective

white noise pixel (light or dark) using a PSTH averaged across trials (Figures 1B

and 1C) (see also (Jin et al., 2011). We first calculated the spatial temporal RFs

by STA white noise stimuli (Figure 1B, left). From the spatiotemporal RFs, we

selected the pixel that generated the strongest response, which was dark

for OFF-dominated and light for ON-dominated cortical cells (Figure 1B, posi-

tion and polarity illustrated by small dark and light squares). Then we used the

time stamps of the white noise stimulus frames with the most effective pixel to

generate PSTHs. Both ON- and OFF-dominated cortical cells responded to

their most effective pixel with an increase in response (peak) followed by a

decrease in response below baseline (suppression). The raw PSTHs were

binned at 1 ms and smoothed using a moving average triangular filter 21 ms

wide (Figures 1B and 1C).

The kinetics of ON and OFF responses were quantified at four different time

points (Jin et al., 2011): latency, peak time, zero crossing, and suppression

time (Figure 1B). We defined the latency as the time to reach 40% of the

maximum response, the peak time as the time to reach the maximum

response, the zero crossing as the time to cross the baseline, and the suppres-

sion time as the time to reach the minimum firing rate below baseline. The

strength of the suppression was calculated using two indices, the AR and

the IR. The AR was calculated as the ratio of suppression amplitude to peak

amplitude. The IR was calculated as the ratio of suppression integral to peak

integral. To maximize the reliability of the temporal measurements, we

selected the layer 4 recording sites with high SNRs (SNR > 8). Some analyses

required calculating the SNR from both the dominant and flank subregions.

The dominant subregion was defined as the subregion that generated the

strongest response in the RF and the flank subregion as the strongest subre-

gionwith opposite sign to the dominant subregion. The SNR of each subregion

was defined as the maximum pixel value at the peak frame of the subregion

divided by the SD of the pixel values at the time frame preceding the stimulus

onset.

Measurements with LED Monitor

CRTs are widely used in vision research to generate stimuli. However, CRT

phosphors are known to have an asymmetric response profile with a rapid

rise time and a slow decay time. Therefore, in a light-dark sequence, a

response to dark could be triggered by the phosphor decay before the onset

of the dark stimulus, particularly if the monitor refresh rate is low (Gawne and

Woods, 2003, but see also Bair, 2004). To rule out possible artifacts due to

CRT pulses in theON-OFF temporal differences that we describe, we repeated

our measurements with stimuli presented on an LEDmonitor. The LEDmonitor

was operated in tachistoscope mode using a fast shutter to control the back-

light (ViewPixx /3D, VPixx Tech), which provided rapid turn-on and turn-off
232 Neuron 82, 224–234, April 2, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
times and a steady luminance intensity profile. The measurements with the

LEDmonitor were performed using the same stimuli (white noise and dark/light

spots superimposed on white noise), the same stimulus update frequency

(60 Hz for white noise), and the same viewing distance as for the CRT monitor

(57 cm from the eye). The only differences between the two monitors were the

mean luminance (for LED, 112 cd/m2; for CRT, 61 cd/m2) and the asymmetry

between the rise and decay times of the light pulse (Figure S2).

Responses to Dark and Light Targets against Noisy Backgrounds

Tangential cortical recordings with a 32-channel multielectrode array were

used to study the responses to large dark and light targets (8.3� 3 8.3�) against
noisy backgrounds. The spatiotemporal RFs of cortical sites were mapped

with sparse noise by STA the stimulus. The STA, calculated around the peak

response, was averaged across all cortical sites for each penetration to obtain

the center of the population cortical RF. Dark and light targets were then pre-

sented roughly at the center of this population RF on a stationary background

of binary white noise. Cortical RFs were larger when mapped with light sparse

noise on dark background than dark sparse noise on light background. To

measure the light/dark ratio in RF size, we fit each RF with a 2D Gaussian

and calculated the ratio between the Gaussian SD measured with lights and

darks. For example, the dark/light ratio for RF size was 1 if the sizes mapped

with dark and light stimuli were the same and 0.4 if the RF size was 0.4 times

smaller when mapped with dark than light stimuli.

The responses to dark and light targets were measured on three different

white noise backgrounds with light/dark ratios of 2.3, 1.0, and 0.4. The light/

dark ratio of white noise was defined as a ratio of number of light pixels divided

by the number of dark pixels. For example, the light/dark ratio was 1 if the white

noise had the same number of light and dark pixels and 0.4 if the number of

light pixels was 0.4 times the number of dark pixels. The responses to dark

and light targets were calculated as PSTHs binned at 1 ms and smoothed

using a moving average triangular filter (width = 5 ms).

Psychophysical Measurements

All stimuli were presented usingMATLAB and Psychtoolbox 3 (Brainard, 1997)

on a gamma-corrected 21 in CRT monitor. The monitor was placed at a dis-

tance of 1 m from the observer. The mean luminance and refresh rate of the

monitor was held constant at 45 cd/m2 and 160 Hz, respectively. All experi-

ments were carried out in a dark room. Observers used a numerical keypad

to respond. Five observers (one female and four males, including the author

S.J.K.) with 20/20 or corrected vision participated in the experiments (one

observer participated in both experiments). We used the likelihood ratio (LR)

to test the null hypothesis that the true thresholds for darks and lights are iden-

tical. The LR test compares the log likelihoods (LL) of twomodels, unrestricted

and restricted, and tests whether their difference is statistically significant

(Equation 1). The probability density of this statistic under the null hypothesis

is approximately a chi-square distribution (Hoel et al., 1971). Here, the unre-

stricted model represents the case in which data from the two conditions

are fitted separately, and the restricted model is the case where a single psy-

chometric function is fitted to the joint data across the two conditions:

LR= 2 � ðLLunrestricted � LrestrictedÞ: (1)

Psychophysical Temporal Threshold

We performed psychophysical measurements to investigate the perceptual

correlate of the faster cortical response latency to darks than lights described

in this paper. Subjects fixated on a red spot at the center of the screen while

two targets (one dark and another light) appeared either above/below or left/

right of the fixation spot. The dark and light targets were presented with a var-

iable TD with respect to each other (0–68.75ms). The observers had to identify

the location of the target that appeared first. Targets were presented on a sta-

tionary background of uniform binary white noise (each pixel subtended 0.05�

of visual angle); each target covered 0.17� 3 0.17� of visual angle and the

intertarget separation was 2.3�. Before the experiments started, observers

adapted to a binary white noise background for 120 s. Successive trials

were initiated following the observer’s response. A sequence of 160 random

binary white noise images was presented for 1 s between trials to minimize

the possibility of an afterimage bias. In the irradiation illusion, light spots on
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dark backgrounds are perceived as larger than dark spots of the same size in

light backgrounds (Galilei, 1632). Moreover, white noise with the same number

of dark and light pixels is perceived as having larger light than dark area (Kom-

ban et al., 2011). We previously showed that the ratio of light/dark pixels has to

be reduced to roughly 40%/60% for subjects to report the same dark/light

area in white noise (Komban et al., 2011). Therefore, in the experiments

described here, we used two noise backgrounds: one with equal number of

dark and light pixels and another with 40% light pixels and 60% dark pixels

to correct for the irradiation illusion (Komban et al., 2011).

Psychophysical Measurements of Dark and Light Flickers

We performed psychophysical experiments to evaluate the perceptual corre-

lates of the dark- and light-mediated suppression in neuronal responses. We

used a two-interval forced choice paradigm. Both intervals had targets of

0.4� 3 0.4� with the same contrast polarity (e.g., both dark) that were pre-

sented for 6.25 ms. One interval had only one target, and the other had a

pair of targets separated by a variable temporal delay (TD) of 6.25–50 ms.

Observers were asked to indicate the interval in which they perceived a flicker.

Targets were presented at the center of the screen on a stationary background

of uniform white noise (each pixel subtended 0.05� of visual angle). At the start

of the experiment, observers adapted to a binary white noise background for

120 s. All psychophysical procedures were approved by the Institutional

Review Board at the State University of New York, State College of Optometry.
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